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SPIkO MOUND PIECES 
by 

Jacob Royer 

Probably no mound in the United States has ever been excavated and 
explored which has yielded as much archaeological material as a result, as 
has the Spiro iviound In Oklahoma, nor have many mounds yielded as much 
artistic material except for a few Hopewell mounds. The latter surpass all 
others for artistic carvings, such as pipes with effigies on the stems and the 
bowls, while Spiro Mound surpasses in the quality and quantity of the carven 
shell pieces. 

These shells were probably brought up from the Gulf of ivlexico by can
oe and the work of carving was carried on at the mound. These carven pieces 
embrace a number of subjects and the human figure was predominant in most 
of them. 

In the ones pictured herewith, the large lower right hand figure probably 
represents a warrior in ceremonial garb. He has a headdress with a sort of a 
tassel over the forehead and a plume-like hair dressing above. On either side 
are earspools fastened in the hair over the ears. A heavy string of beads droops 
down in the shape of a large necklace, and a large earspool is under the chin, 
back over his shoulder hangs a heavy braid of hair apparently, ends in a tassel 
Altogether a gorgeous savage figure. 

He holds in his right hand, another human head - probably a ceremonial 
masque, or even a trophy head itself. Depending from the heavy necklace of 
black beads is an ornament made from a conch shell. (The writer has a necklace 
of these heavy stone beads as well as the earspools of gray stone). 

Above this imposing figure is a fragment of a round gorget with cut out 
figure designs. You will note he is dressed in a short skirt with a heavy belt 
This figure appears to be dancing. 

To the right above, is part of an intriguing scene A bow is bent with a 
taut string, apparently about to send an arrow into the side or head of a deer, the 
antlers being"the only part of the animal showing in the drawing on the shell. We 
wish much more of the animal showed but what does is very expressive, produced 
by a few lines 

In the upper left corner, are the tail feathers of some bird - possible an 
eagle. These were chosen to show the splendid decorative line effect 

The lower left figure shows the 'earth symbol" (also in Ii. Hamilton's 
Spiro Mound iiook. pg. 212). This gorget has much discoloration over its surface, 
as if from yellowish iron deposits. 

You will note the clean line effect in all of these shell pieces. 1 he work 
is as incisive and sharp as if done by a modern craftsman with steel tools. There 
were scores of these fragments in the mound and the writer was fortunate in p ro 
curing several dozen of them, five of which we reproduce here. 
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MEETING DATES FOR 1959 

March 8th — Ohio State Museum 

May 17th — Ohio State Museum — Annual Meeting 

June 14th ~ To Be Announced 

Sept. 13th - To be Announced 

Nov. 8th — Ohio State Museum 

Announcement cards for each meeting will be sent out two 
weeks prior to meeting containing full information. 

Due credit should be given this publication and the author 
for any article or data copied and published by others. 
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THE PRESIDENTS PAGE 
by 

Ernest G. Good 

Have you ever taken an evening or two and spent a few hours readr'ng through 
some of your back issues of the A S, 0.? Take a little time and try it. Notice some 
of the problems that faced our society then and compare them with todays problems. 

No. 1 — Our chief aim now as in the past is to make ours the best publication of its 
kind in the U S. I be ' 'eve we can accomplish this point. 
No. 2 - The same o'd p'ea foi articles and pictures, on'y you as the members can 
cure this ill, so now as in 'he past, write that article you have been meaning to and 
send your <Vvor:te photographs along with it so other members know of your finds and 
share some know'edge. Remember you may know more about a certain village, s u r 
face si te, mound or rockshe 'e r or cave than anyone e 'se so tell us about it. These 
are the means of keepng out soc:e fy active and alive. 

No. 3 — Back in 1952 A. G Smith, then president, stated that a half dozen faithfuls 
have been carry-rg the entire burden too long. This has been helped by committees, 
appo ;ntmenf of an asc:s fan* editor and someone to help with the mailing *o our Secre
tary and T r e ^ t ^ e r . 
Formation of Chap*^-;, 'org an :dea and now a reality, We are ready to welcome the 
formation of nxw chapters. I ' you have any new ideas for farther improvement of our 
society, send them 'o M H C Wach e \ 307 EJmhurs': Rd,, Dayton. Ohio or Arthur 
George Sm:th. 65 North Fos*er St., Norwa'k Ohio or myse! f, 15 C ;vic Drive, Grove 
City, Ohio- Send us your comments as they will be appreciated. No 4 seems to 
be our oldes ' p'ea — gef af 'eas~ 'wo new members and remember on'y your dues paid 
on time makes 'he A. S. 0 . pub'ication possible. 

October 26th, Mrs. Good, Phil. Kientz and Mrs Kientz and 1 drove to Mounds 
ville, West Virginia and visited the Grave Creek Mound. Our guide and «ery gracious 
host was Mr. Delf Norona and we hereby wish again to say Thank you for a very 
pleasant afternoon. lf you ever get the chance to see this mound , do so by all means, 
it is hard to believe as you climb the steps up the side of *he moi nd , tba* it was mar 
made. It is as tall as a five story building and takes in nearly aci*:y b'ock. It s bug*1. 
As you stand on the top you can see the surrounding countryside and 'ty to imagine 
how many people and how many hours and years went into the construction of 'hi t g'^a* 
mound. You will have to see it to believe it. There is also a smaV. but interesting 
museum located at the base worth seeing. The city of Mound ' s 12 rr.i'es s o v h 
of Wheeling, West V -gnja . 

I wish to suggest that members subscribe for the A S 0 . magaii:re 'o local &:hoo's 
and libraries in your locality as a means of interest and growth of out Soc:> 

* * * * * 

OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF OHIO is organized to discover and conserve archeo 
logical sites and mate- al within 'be State of Ohio to seek and promote a bettei understand 
ing among students and col'ectors of archaeological materia), profess ona' and non-pi.ofess-
iona), including individuals, museums and institutions of learning, and to disseminate know
ledge on the subject of Archaeo'ogy, Membership is open to all persons of su ' tab 'e characfer 
and interest. The annual dues are payable either the first of January or the first of July each 
year. Adult dues $3 00 and juniors up to 18 are $1.50 per year. Funds obtained are used for 
publishing the OHIO ARCHAEOLOGIST which is published quarterly ( a?' art c'ew and 
pit 'ures are ^urn shed by the members 'hemselves) and for office supp l e s and postage. The 
Society is an incorporated non-profit organization and has no paid officers or emp'oyees. 

Send applications with membership dues to Secretary. 
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EDITORIAL PAGE 
by 

H. C. Wachtel 

I am not going into my usual plea of asking you for art icles, pictures, news 
items, payment of dues, etc . For one reason, no doubt, you are tired or reading it 
and 1 do not feel in that vein either. I know I can depend upon your help. 

I feel in a reminiscent mood, which is the obsession at the moment with me, 
all caused by a visitor in my hobby room, asking me a question, one that I was inter
ested in answering and I wonder if you will go along with me in my ramblings ? It 
may recall some pleasurable thoughts of your own past. 

"How long have you been collecting Indian r e l i c s?" my visitor asked. At 
first I was rather non-plussed for an answer, but I finally came up with, " How old 
does a boy have to be, to be able to hoe the weeds out of the tobacco patch? Oh 
lets see , maybe about 1909 or 1910, I guess . 9 ' 

This is about the time I began picking up arrowheads, although I had found 
a small slate celt a couple of years before, in the north garden at the edge of the 
little gulley that emptied into the creek about fifty feet away. I didn't actually know 
what it was at the time, but like all small boys, I saved it, and still have it, too, 
You probably wouldn't give me 50 cents for it but you couldn't buy it. 

In my mind I can picture every little detail of the old home place, when I look 
back in retrospect as some of us older collectors are prone to do, trying to make our 
selves believe we are younger than we are, sti l l young in our own minds but not so 
to others. 

I can see the dense thicket just a few feet back from the barnyard fence and 
hear the music of the water rushing over the glacial rocks in the bed of the smal l 
stream at the foot of the rather steep hill bordering the stream on our side for prob
ably a quarter of a mile. I can see the boxed in spring at one place, and the little 
vista which my mother made into sort of a little park where she held a meeting of 
the "Larkin Club" members. I remember the little huts we boys used to make and 
hole we cut into the hill for a furnace when we tried our hand at making potiery. We 
took long poles and made a flue to the top of the hill and did it ever draw. 

Most of all , I remember one knoll with gulleys on each side that alway? pre 
duced arrowheads and other artifacts. Many a time I would go out barefoot right 
after a rain and look for arrowheads in the plowed ground. The stones dried before 
the ground did and they stood out like sore thumbs. I have quite a few nice one;, 
from there, too. I just got up now and walked over to a frame on the wall to look at 
a few that really thrilled me when I found them. 

This knoll must have been a village si te , judging from the flint chips and the 
broken rock and it must have also had a later usage as I found quite a few broken 
pipe bowls and stems similar to the clay contact type pipes sometimes found and I 
also found some buttons with rather odd designs but it wasn't until a long time later 
that I learned that the designs were the "L i l i e s of F rance . " 

At another time, about a half mile down the stream I was \valkin0 along the 
narrow ledge at the bottom of a steep clay cliff and noticed a small point of rock 
sticking out of the bank about 25 feet from the top. I crawled up and pulled out a 
very nice celt . Just the pointed end was showing. That could make it rather ancient 
(it was tightly embedded and most of it back in the hill, so some skeptic can ' t say 
it fell from the top). 
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Sometimes I wish my son Bob (13) cou'd have some of these same or similar 
memories to think back over. He really enjoys going out to "Old Twin" with me and 
ramble along over the same ground I used to roam at his age looking for arrowheads or 
in the spring hunting for mushrooms. Sometimes we go gack to the "old cave" and 
the "Indian For t" above and sometimes we just fish for sunfish. I must do more of 
this before he grows away from me and must quit all of this rush of living and worry
ing over things over which I have no control. 

Another place we frequent is my M;nature Fort Ancient" which is on a high 
bluff overlooking Twin on one side and a smaller stream on the other. There are 
moats and embankments along the more sloping side and a wall and moat across the 
narrow isthmus which made an ideal location for a fortified village. My first trip 
through this fort was in a horse and buggy with my Dad when I was just a youngster 
and the road was very narrow and steep and what fun it was to ford the creek with 
the water nearly coming up to the buggy bed. A number of years later it was st i l l 
possible to pick up a pocketful of fine triangle points but continual cultivation and 
hunting makes it a rarity to find many now. I know there is a burial ground somewhere 
in the vicinity but I ha- e n e e r been able to locate it yet. 

I consider it a privilege to have such memories and to have lived then wi th
out the necessi t ies that are required for today — we didn't need them then because 
we didn't know about them. As a boy then, sitting on the west levee of the Great 
Miami River, I watched Wi'bur Wright make one of the first flights up the river and 
back again, sitting right out in the open (so to speak) amidst the wire s t ruts . 

In that day the most bizarre imagination could not visualize the holocaust 
of today, of faster than sound flying jet propulsion, living under the water for months, 
long range missies, atomic warheads and the possible destruction of our civilization 
in the hands of the incompetent few, who could upset the dreams, of lifetimes and in 
a thoughtless egotistical moment could release the forces of destruction. 

Yet it is said, that in a thousand or so years the contamination would be dis
sipated and the few that survived, or a new race would start all over again. There 
is a lot to be said on this line but this magazine isn' t the place for it nor is the 
human race ready to form an utopia. 

It is also thought to be almost a certainty that there will be another ice age 
start forming in some thousands of years which could a'ter what we know today. 
The human mind cannot conceive of time in thousands of years and it is hard to 
realize when you look around our country today and see the teem'ng cit ies and the 
congested highways, that only a mere two hundred years ago th ;s whole country was 
almost a virgin wilderness with a few Indian tribes roaming around in it. 

Thanks for your patience, and if this article should have stirred up your 
storehouse of memories. I hope you may have something to relate to us. 

* * * * 

POTTERY BOTTLE ON OPPOSITE 
PAGE 

Vase type water bottle from a mound in Poinsett 
County, Arkansas. Light tan pottery with Nodena red 
Swastika whorls and interesting designs on the neck. 

The annular base gives this bottle a v a s e " shape 
effect. Height 10 1/2 inches, width 8 inches. 

From the Byron Knoblock Collection 
Quincy, Illinois. 
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INCISED BARS FROM NORTHERN 
OHIO 

Undrilled bars of various stones are another one of the many archaeological 
puzzles. What was the use and purpose of them? We do not know, but they are fin
ished objects. Perhaps they are a form of spearthrower weight. Some of them show 
by wear that they were lashed onto something by a band around the middle or the 
ends. These bars are not as common in Northern Ohio as they are further south in 
the State, but some are found here. 

The writer has them made of Sandstone, Slate, Granite, .Mica Schist and of 
Hematite. All of these bars are thick in proportion to their width. Some of them 
bear incised decorations in the form of lines and " ta l ly marks" . All of these i n 
cised bars that the writer has seen in Northern Ohio are of sandstone. 

In the accompanying plate, No. 1 is a plain bar of sandstone. It is square 
in cross section with the corners of the upper face rounded a little. The base is 
is flat ana the upper surface is slightly convex. This is the basic type of s and 
stone bar. This one was found on the Vermillion River, near Wakeman, Ohio. 

No. 2 is also of sandstone, the bottom is convex and the whole artifact is 
twisted along the long axis. There are two deep grooves across the center, and 
tally marks on the upper surface at each end, and on the edges of the upper surface 
near the ends. There are none on the s ides . In additi .n to the marks shown, there 
are two faint lengthwise scratches on one end and a faint cross mark near the other 
end. This was also found in the Vermillion Valley near Wakeman. 

No. 3 is of a hard blue grey slate , it is oval in cross section, much of the 
faces are the original surface of the pebble, the sides are pecked but not groan':. 
This was found by a gentleman with the euphonious name of ' Pink Whiskers Si:..?-

on his farm in Nelson Twnsp, Portafc-. County, Ohio, in 1911. He was the 
purveyor of ..lilk, fresh vegetables and the mail to a surveyors field camp. He vaa 
a business man, gave nothing away, but each trip he had a few relics for me at the 
uniform price of a cent apiece. 

No 4 is of sandstone. The cross section is square with the bottom corners 
cham fered, In the center there is a worn notch on each corner of the upper surface 
showing typical wear from a cord lashing. This is also from the Vermillion Valley 
but from near Birmingham, Lorain County. 

No. 5 is of sandstone. There is a groove showing cord wear in the center 
and tally marks at each end. On one end the series covers both the sides and the 
uoper surface at the other end only the upper surface. There are fainter tally 
marks all along both s ides , some intersecting the deeper lengthwise ones. This 
is also from the Vermillion Valley near Clarksfield, Huron County. 

No. 6 is of a very coarse sandstone that has been burnt and partially crum
bled particularly at the larger end, across which there is a deep groove parallel 
to the flatter faces. Across both of the narrower faces there are a number of deep 
tally marks, now almost obliterated by fifty years casual handling. When first found 
the smaller end showed a fresh break. I am at a loss to decide what this is intend-
ed to reoresent if a carving, or how it was used. Maybe it is just a piece of abor
iginal doodling with a flint flake. This was found on the Hilliard Site in Lakewood, 
Ohio in 1908 by myself. 

No. 7 is of a soft shaly sandstone. This is a natural pebble whose shape has 
not been modified except by the incising. There is a deep groove across tiie top sur
face extending down both s ides . There is a series of tally marks running lengthwise 
at the wider end, and five across the narrower portion back of the center groove. 
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There are also faint tally marks on one side. The whole thing bears a distinct resemblance 
to a foot wearing a sandal. The object was found on the Hilliard site in Lakewood, Oh ;o 
in 1908 by myself. 

The four specimens from the Vermillion Valley are all of one type and of similar 
stone, the one from Portage County could have been a crude example of the same use, 
but the two specimens from the Hilliard Site are sui generis. 

Arthur George Smith 
Firelands Museum 
Norwalk, Ohio. 

Bibliography. 

Smith, A. G. The Hilliard Site. Ohio Arch. Vol 3 No. 3 1953 

d. d 1 
Mt. Victory, Ohio 
August 3, 1958 

Dear Mr. Wachtel. 

Here are some pictures of my collection and if you 
would like to print them, you have my permission. 

I am 15 years old and have been collecting for 8 
years. I have been a member of the Archaeological Soc 
iety of Ohio for 5 years and enjoy the magazine very much. 

Most of my pieces have been given to me by farmers, 
who know I collect and I have bought a few. 

I spend a lot of time in our fields looking for them 
and have found several nice pieces this year. 

The black Ashtabula point in the picture is 4 1/2 
inches long and 2 1/2 inches wide. It was found in Hardin 
County about 20 years ago. 

The white dovetail is 3 1/2 inches long and 2 inches 
wide. It is from Seneca County. 

The bannerstone in the picture is marked very un
usually. For this reason I think it is rare. It is from Seneca 
County. 

I have a Folsom, found in Hardin County, but it is 
broken. It is of blue and white flint and would be a beau t i 
ful piece if perfect. 

When you are finished with the pictures, would you 
please send them back to me, if possible. Thank you. 

Your friend 
Jan Sorgenfrei 

Editors Note: 

The above letter and pictures on pages 11—12-13 and 14 from 
a young member makes one feel their efforts are not in vain and 
more power to young members which should wake up some older 
members. ^Q 
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SOMETHING MUST BE DONE ! 

H. R. McPherson 
Editorial Advisor 

Fayetteville, Ark. 

I have not been requested to speak out on this subject or in this vein. I just feeMmpelled 
to do so. Something has been written on the subject previously - not nearly enough. Carloads 
have oeen spilled in unrecorded and unconcerted discussion among the many who have been 
influenced and affected thereby - often by those who have been victimized. You have seen 
such instances. 

This, of course, refers to "fradulent ob jec t s" which have been ana are ueing purveyed to 
the collectors. The word objects ' ' is used rather than "a r t i f ac t s" or " spec imens" because 
these latter terms should imply genuine material. This nefarious blight has been present and 
growing and spreaaing for quite some time - yet the average collector has declined to give it 
open recognition and has not hitherto conceded that it is so dangerous. I, personally, can no 
longer close my eyes ana placidly accept the situation. Vigorous protest must be registered 
openly - and perhaps from several angles. 

It seems as though this form of corruption is running right along with the other types of 
racketeering55 and the general delinquency which plague society today. They are kith and 

kin. The manufacturers and purveyors of these " o b j e c t s " have become emboldened by their 
success and the fact that they have not been seriously disturbed in their practice. They have 
been received in "high soc ie ty" and "d ined" by the collector group to such an extent that 
it may seem to them that they are " accep ted" and that their trade is becoming legitimate. 
Their consciences are completely perverted. We are to blame for that. We,individually, can 
do our bit to correct that situation. 

Todav cancer is recognized openly by society - somewhat in contrast to times of out a 
few years ago. It is being combatted forcefully. This matter of " f rauds" and "faKes am
ong Indian relics is a " cance r " in our society which is dangerous, indeed, and which is 
striking at one hundred percent of the collectors - not "one in three ." Unless destroyed it 
spells doom to that great and noble hobby of collecting Indian rel ics. There must oe r e 
search ' and a remedy found - and quickly - in order to bring an end to this "d i s ea se 
while life is still left. And " resea rch , " and perhaps a partial remedy, are being proposed 
right now by some of those prominent in the field of collecting and in keeping the hoooy in 
good health. Join that group both morally and with a "check and a checkup." You may 
have heard about it. 

By far the greater majority of the present-day collectors lies among the older gener
ation. The younger group, normally, are far too few in numbers under the most favorable 
circumstances. And unless this "d i sease" ' - which has recently almost become an epidemic 
can be halted, and soon, these budding enthusiasts will naturally become discourageo, tim
id and reserved - and if they do not quit collecting entirely it will seriously be restrictea 
or they may turn to other forms of collecting. 
>Vo o'der collectors will presently be finished with our collections. With no young collectors 
coming on - buoyant, enthusiastic, with firm belief - who will there be to "want your 
collection? What about your investment? , „ , , . . , . • „ „ t ; „ Q " 

To meet the future, at least two things must be accomplished. This nefarious practice 
must first be halted and the "collector realm"' must be pronounced in better health; an in 
the future, collections must be "pedigreed," so to speak, if they are to be aesireo oy others. 
A desirable artifact, well authenticated, will always be sought - provided there are collect
ors, and enough of them. , . 

Perhaps a Board can be set up which is competent to pass upon an artifact ana it can 
be pronounceo as plainly valid, openly fraudulent, or questionable Once a specimen ,s 
thus validated it can become "pedigreed," so to speak, and henceforth will be a select 
item. The frauds should be destroyed, or at least thrown in bondage. Questionable items 
might well be avoided. It must become possible for competent groups to render opinions 
frankly relative to the authenticity of objects - and without fear or threat or reprisal . 
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Something may be issued in published form to better acquaint the average collector with 
with the "fraud si tuat ion." In any event, from every angle, it will require co-operation and 
support from the collectors of every area. No group is spared. " F a k e s " are in evidence 
from the remotest nook in the Ozarks to the main highways from north to south and east to 
west. Every collector is exposed to this "kill ing d i s e a s e . " That means you I 

Other means and methods will be found and devised to meet and solve this situation. 
That i s , if you and I recognize the importance and the necessity andthen assume our res 
ponsibility as conscientious collectors. Identical articles are appearing in both the Centra! 
States Journal and the Ohio Archaeologist because both areas are equally affected and con 
cerned. Convey your ideas as to hew *o confront the situation to the editors of these publi
cations. 

Anyway, no matter how sma'i your collection or regardless of where you live, you are, 
of necessity, vitally concerned — and consequently you must agree that 

SOMETHING MUST BE DONE 

THE PROBLEM OF QUESTIONABLE PIECES 
by 

H. C. Wachtel 

On the opposite page and page 18 you see flint spears that are being made today 
and are not to be confused with Indian Artifacts. They are somewhat similar but not true 
in a lot of characteristics that the old time Indian relic collector is familiar with. These 
same pieces have been on display for what they are, the past year at meeting of the Illinois 
Society, the Indiana Society and the Ohio Society. 

They have no place in a co'lection of Indian Artifacts. The presence of these newly 
made flints shown in a collection could easily detract from the collection in various wayt., 
and they subject the entire collection to a doubt which would destroy its value. 

When such pieces creep into good collections of ancient artifacts it is a very s e r e : ; : 
condition if it continues too long unchecked, and until something more drastic can be done 
to curtail this practice it would seem that the only way it could be counteracted temporal? !y 
would be to educate all collectors, especially the newer ones, so they will not purchase any 
of these questionable pieces. The Illinois, Greater St. Louis, Indiana and Ohio Soc:rLes 
have decided upon a method to be used whereby all displays of matera! at meetings are to 
be passed upon by appointed committees and the questionable material will be requested *o 
be removed. In addition to this, questionable pieces will be on display marked as such, and 
if at all possible, the source should a 'so accompany same. This could serve 'wo purpose:;, 
1st, to acquaint members with the pieces and 2nd to advertise the source, 

The data on your piece ; s of great value to your collection and you shou'c insist on 
this written data and signature from the party from whom you purchase. I it is a lig;<:imar,e 
piece there should be no question about furnishing it, otherwise it wou''i be better to do 
without it entirely. This data is of great value for future reference and any honorable dea'-
er or collector should not be adverse to furnishing this. This doesn't n e c e s f a r ' y app'y to 
the common inexpensive artifact but to the rare types such as bannerstones, birdstones 
rare flints, etc . 

Also the amount of the purchase price should enter into the transaction as the old 
adage of "buying a pig in a poke" should apply. What businessman would ever cons'der 
spending 100's or 1000s of dollars sight unseen or without a guarantee "if not satisfied 
money refunded" or "on approval." 

Gullible tourists are always susceptible as a market, but you are not a gullible 
tourist, you are a collector of genuine Indian relics of ancient vintage and should know 
your artifacts. 
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Collectors of rare paintings, rare pieces of art, coins and stamps are all faced 
with the same problem as unscrupulous persons are always trying to imitate the rarer 
pieces because of the high prices and pass them off as the real thing. Lets wise up. 

The American Museum of Natural History of New York carries a display of 
questionable and fake pieces, so we should not be above doing the same. In the case 
of these present day flints and banners, why not visit the source and see them being 
made? Misrepresentation is a serious offense. 

Hobbies magazine of October 1958 carries an article on " fakes ' that is worth 
reading. You may be fooled once but don't let it happen again. 

* * * * 

WHY BOOK REVIEWS 

A few days ago, your reviewer was reading a book sent him for review, when a visi
tor came in. Now this man was well dressed and drove a better automobile than your 
reviewer can afford, he is a high school graduate also. He looked around at the stacks 
of books on the table and on the shelves and said. "You sure have a lot of books, but 
what good are they, 1 never read anything but the paper." Judging from his conversation 
he only read the comics and the sports headlines and skipped the rest of the news. I f;nd 
this type is becoming quite common even among those who have been exposed to an edu
cation. 

Books are playing a less and less important role in the American way of life. Maybe 
the reason that Johnny can ' t read is that Daddy and Mommy don't read, and he follows 
in their footsteps. A generation ago a survey showed that one in three persons interview
ed in the evening hours were reading a book. Two years ago a similar survey showed 
only one in seven reading when interrupted. 

There are other indications that the average American does not read as much as his 
father or grandfather. Much of our population lives in areas in which there are no public 
libraries. No demand for them or they would exist . In the areas served by public librar
ies only one person in eight draws books as shown by having a library card. A recent 
survey of college graduates revealed that one out of four had not read a non- technical 
book in the last year. 

A survey of the buyers of the cheap paperbacks displayed in the newstands and drug 
stores, showed that one tenth of the buyers bought three fourths of the paperbacks i n 
cluding the fastest selling ones that feature nothing but sex and sadism. 

But the best indication of this trend is the fact that a survey shows that 42 percent 
of the new homes established since the last war have neither built-in book shelves or 
book cases . No place for books. In fact outside of office furniture functional bookcases 
big enough to hold a small library do not seem to be made. Again no demand, therefore 
no supply. 

However your reviewer believes that the members of the ASO are readers of books, 
and wish to know about good ones to read. 

ANOTHER PELICAN BOOK 
The Ancient Civilizations of Peru. J . Alden Mason. 64 plates, 6 text figures, 2 maps, 
I table. 332 pages. Pelican Book A395. Price $1.25. 
This book is an exceedingly competent assembly of the information gleaned from 
archaeology and written history on the past civilization of Peru. It is not a book for the 
archaeologist who specializes in the Peruvian past, but rather a book for the man who 
knows some archaeology and wants to learn something of Peru. It is well written, easy 
to read. It contains a good glossary of Peruvian words, and their pronunciation, and a 
fine index and Bibliography. VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. 
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PIPES FROM THE FRENCH COLL. 
by 

Edward A. French 
East Syracuse. N.Y. 

Dear Editor 

Enclosed you will find some photographs of a few of my Indian 
pipes that I have been collecting over the years. I have many other 
artifacts but pipes are my weakness. I do not know if these photos are 
what you are looking for but my wife purchased a new polaroid camera 
and 1 thought I would try it out. 

The one picture is of course historic and not pre historic pipes. 
I am one of those collectors who believes the Indian had as much of a 
place in history as he did before history was recorded. These six pieces 
are mounted on a room divider. I am building one room in the house for 
my collection and these will eventually be moved there. 

Dr. Copeland was the one responsible for my activated interest 
in your Ohio publication. We have been doing business together for the 
last year. You can be sure of my continued patronage in this fine inform
ative archaeologist. 

You do not have to return these photos. Do with them what you 
wish. If at any time you are in need of photos of artifacts in a certain 
category, just write. Will be glad to help in any way possible. 

Best Regards 

Pipe Frame 

Brass peace pipe tomahawk. 17 1/2 inches long. Head 7 1/4 inches long. 
This piece comes from the Potowatomi tribe and was purchased from one 
of its oldest members. Original handle on this pipe tomahawk. 

Catlinite pipe. 22 inches in length. Flat wooden stem. Pipe is not old, 
made within the last 50 years. 

Brass pipe tomahawk, 19 3/4 inches long Origin unknown. Hand'e is 
hickory replacment I put on and was not quite finished when photographed, 

This is an outstanding peace pipe. The bowl (7 1/2 inches long) ; s of b'ack 
stone with pewter inlay. The stem is fully beaded in pink, green, b 'ue, black, 
and red beads. Two bead streamers, the one on the bowl being added later. 
The bead streamer with the cross is the original being made of buckskin wi'.h 
beads applied directly over the skin. Entire piece is 35 inches long. 

Small catlinite pipe. Beaded halfway in blue, red and white. 17 1/2 inches 
long. Comes from Penn. collection over 60 years old. Pipe is much older. 

Catlinite peace pipe. Bowl 9 1/2 inches long, 3 1/4 high. Long flat en
graved wooden stem. Entire length is 35 1/2 inches long. Origin unknown. 
Purchased in Kansas. 

Bird effigy pipe — (lower left picture) 6 1/4 inches long, 4 inches high. 
This is a pottery pipe stained with red ochre. Was excavated in Poinsett 
County, Arkansas. 

Monolithic slate pipe — Front and rear view. 8 5/8 inches long. Dark bluish 
black s la te . Small chip out of tip end of pipe. The bottom grooves seem to 

fit the fingers in grasping. Pipe is from Boudeman collection of Michigan. 
Found in Michigan, County unknown. Would like some information on this pipe. 
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CAMPBELL COLLECTION 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

Frame No. 1 

The warclub in this frame is of Sioux workmanship and was found 
in South Dakota. 

No. 1 Axe was found in Knox County, Ohio and is of dark green granite. 
No. 2 Axe is of granite, almost black and found in Morrow County, Ohio 
No. 3 Axe is gray granite, found in Richland County. Ohio. 
No. 4 Tomahawk is of yellow quartz, double bitted, one bit is solid in 

color, while the "other is banded. Ohio is all I know about it. 

Frame No. 2 

No. 1 Axe came from Morrow County, Ohio. It is gray granite. 

No. 2 Axe is from Richland County, Ohio. Green granite. 

No. 1 Celt - gray granite - highly polished. Seneca County, Ohio 

No. 2 Celt - dark stone - very hard and highly polished completely. 
Seneca County, Ohio. 

No. 3 Celt or axe - deep maroon in color - highly polished, with band 
of pale white quartzite. Found in Ohio. 

No. 4 Celt is of green granite but with bands on its highly polished sur
face. Found in Delaware County, Ohio. 

No. 5 Double bitted axe of black granite, flecked with white - highly 
polished. Adams County, Illinois. 

Frame No. 3 

All the spears in this frame are from Oklahoma but do not know county. 

Frame No. 4 

The spud in center is of black slate , wolid color. It is 17 inches long 
with (7) notches on each side of head. Found in Licking County. Ohio. 
It was perfect when I got it, but since then I broke it and repaired it. 

The knobbed lunate (knobbed crescent) was found in Starke Co. 0 . 

The butterfly county not known is of banded s la te . 

No. 1 Gorget — banded s la te , Ohio 

No. 2 Gorget - gray granite - Wayne County, Ohio 

No. 1 Slate pick - Morrow County, Ohio 

Bannerstone - banded slate - County unknown. 

Editors Note. 
No. 4 - yellow double bitted axe i s , no doubt, of cave onyx and is 
is quite questionable. Have a duplicate and I class it as such. 
Most of the spears in Frame No. 3, I believe are of the questionable 
type in same class as ones shown on pages 17 and 18. 
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ARTIFACTS FROM DUNKEL COLLECTION 
Circleville, Ohio 

No. 1 - Fine dovetail spear - Ohio chalcedony. From "Old t ime" farmers 
collection - Gersh Newton. A gift to me. 

No. 2 - Found in 1956 by Robert Newland. Obtained for me by A.J D. ( A 
few nice ones still to be found). 

No. 3 - Found by Chas. French 20 or more years ago. 

No. 4 and 5 - Gifts of A. J. D. found prior to 1920. 

No. 6 — Found on writers farm in 1956. 

Kestoration on Nos. 1 & 2 by Jacob Royer. 
Ralph £ . Cunke! 
Circleville, Ohio. 

* * * * * 

FLINT PITS WORTH VISITING 
by 

Lloyd S. Barr 
Kingwood Center Naturalist 

While crossing a cultivated field one almost certainly sees bits of flint scattered over 
the surface and once in a great while may pick up the remains of an arrowhead. Rarer 
still he may find a perfect specimen, but in the more than a century since the land was 
cleared most of these relics have been collected. 

Flint weathers very slowly and the edges remain almost as keen as when they were 
first made. Being a member of the quartz or silica group of rocks it has a haidness ap • 
proaching that of the diamond. 

Quartz can occur most anywhere, but flint is found in only a few widely scattered 
areas. Ohio has one of the largest of these deposits which extends from just southeast: o. 
Newark in a northeasterly direction into Coshocton County. 

For many years Flint Ridge received little attention and few people left the gravel 
roads to explore the adjacent woods which hide the pits where the savages dug the mat
erial for their weapons. 

When we first visited the area back in the early twenties the local residents we e 
happy to sell rock specimens at the rate of a dollar a bushel. Often one could pick up 
a beautiful encrusted geode for half a dollar. A geode is a hollow rock ball the ir &de 
of which is lined with crystals and may vary from the size of one's fist to that of a bai 
rel. The crystals range in color from clear through most of the shades of the rainbow 
and breaking a geode open presents quite a thrill. Onelooks upon gems billions of years 
in the making. , , , . . . . . 

It is necessary to use a heavy sledge to crack the larger rocks and because r 
splinters like glass one must exercise caution lest he lose an eye. Also, one sbou d 
ask permission from the land owner before entering his property. The writer made ,ha.. 
mistake and he and the late John Weil were threatened with arrest even though we were 
only interested in taking pictures of the pits which measure up to thirty feet in diameter 
and ten feet deep. . . ., „ „ J „ 

In later years the State established a park at the intersection of the two ma;n roads 
and an area of woodland nearby is open to the public. The pits are shallow and covered 
with leaves, but one may dig specimens if he chooses. Otherwise, the whole area, is 
posted and the price has gone up on the available supply. 1 M i , . - « » « M | 

The geodes have been collected and one is fortunate in being able to purchase a rs 
c lass specimen. The natives take pride in displaying the beautiful crystals which may 
measure more than a half inch across . Visiting Flint Ridge can be both enjoyable and 
educational. (con't on Pg. 30) 
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ANCIENT REPAIR 
by 

H. C. Wachtel 

Being near the heart of the slate area, it would be no more than logical that the 
co1 lectors in this area are more interested in the slate artifacts common to the area than 
'o other materials. The types are many and varied and are found under varied conditions 
and some are used as identifications of cultures. 

The greatest number of slate artifacts are found in the area comprising mostly 
west and northwestern Ohio, east and northeastern Indiana and southern Michigan, Fringe 
evidence is quite extensive and shape trends are similar but drift into different materials, 
S'ate being softer and more easily worked material lent itself to some of the finest 
shaped artifacts made by prehistoric man. 

The objects are greatly varied as to shape and as numbers are accumulated <n pr -
vate co"ect ions and comparisons are made between collectors for a number of years, names 
become associated with the shapes due to their likness to some familiar object and they 
gradua'ly assume these names from thereon, such as pendants gorgets, butterflies cres
cents, and many others-

Almost every collector I know has some special type as his preference and in my 
case it happens to be the butterfly. I have the first and the last I have acquired and 
quite a few in between, but I sometimes wish I had kept every butterfly that went through 
my hands. It would make a very s ;zeablp and interesting group as there no two alike. 

I have let friends have some, traded others and found some. I have boxes of broken 
ha'ves or just parts and every one is interesting. I have given some of these broken ha'ves 
<o ro"ec 'o r s not quite as fortunate as myself in getting thenr for them to have the othef 
missing portion restored so they can show butterflies in their collections It is hette' <o 
have a restored piece than none. Many of the broken halves have small holes drilled in 
them sone one some more than one, showing the original owner prized them h;gh y and 
used'this method to hold the parts together. Not only halves but a tip of a wing will show 
this occasionally. 

On the opposite page you will see three pieces that were repaired by the;r original 
owners and to me they are rarer than a perfect piece. Their intrinsic value in most co ec* 
ors m-rds wouldn't be much as they are not perfect pieces yet they are authent.c a: ifacts 
found under the 1000 to 1 chance (or even more) of ever finding the mating ha'f. They 'hew 
-ompthing the perfect piece doesn't and that i s 'ha' 'hey may have meant more to -he orig
inal owner than they do to a present day co'lector I never intend to repa :r or res ore he 
pieces shown but to let them speak for themse'ves. 

Now if you will turn the page you will see some halves of what wou'd have been, 
p r z e pieces in anyone's collection. They are beautiful as they are, coloring, workman 
sb.p fine and just pieces that are nice to handle and conjecture of what they wou.d be 
as a who'e piece. 

Material makes any piece and that is why a beautifully banded specimen is so 
much more valuable than the plain s late . For artistry in workmanship I don t be -eve 
some of our slate banners can be matched anywhere. We will not mention their probab e 
use *s the fragility of some specimens will preclude their use as utiUtanan tools so 
they were either emblematical or fetishes, The wings of some large butterflies . re no 
over a sixteenth of an inch in thickness or even less . I have never heard of a butter* y 
be'ng found in a mound, have you? They are all surface finds in my experience and I 
have found some myself which I can attest to and I can' t imagine any collector not 
liking them, even though they may be far removed from our slate area. 
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It is a good idea to keep these fragile artifacts displayed under glass mainly to 
avoid careless handling and accidents, as to drop one could easily result in several 
pieces instead of one, and for another reason - the habit of so many people looking for 
fakes today - it is rather insulting for someone to scrutinize a piece from all angles 
use a magnifying glass and question this or that in the most minute detail and you can 
see it in your minds eye, just as it lay when you picked it up. That is another reason 
I like to have some broken halves that are even prettier than the perfect piece they are 
looking over, so I can hand them out for checking to see if they are also fakes - this 
is a little disconcerting, to say the least . Guess you can't blame them too much when 
you hear so much about fakes today. 

* * * * * 

19th CENTURY GRIT TEMPERED POTTERY 

We are accustomed to think of grit tempered pottery as a very primitive form of ceramics, 
even our later prehistoric Indians having used a better ware. But less than a hundred 
years ago, crude grit tempered pots, called "c r aggans" were being made on the Island 
Lewis in Scotland, and in the earlier half of the 19th Century their use was common a'l 
through the Scottish islands, the Hebrides, and even along the western coast of the main 
land as far south as Ayrshire. 

The Island of Lewis is the home of Morrisons, McLeodt, McKenzies, Mclvers and the 
Macaulays. Some of out members have ancestors who lived there. A hundred years ago 
the home of the ordinary man was of two rooms, one of which was the living quarters of 
the family, and the other, with a separate entrance was the stable. It was built of stone 
with a thick roof of thatch. There was a fire of peat on the floor in the living room, 
and a smoke ho'e in the roof. Some of these long houses still stand and some are even 
lived in today. 

Dr. Arthur Mitchell, in his book, "The Pas t in the Present - What is Civi l izat ion?" 
s tates that when he visited the Island of Lewis in 1863, he found " tha t at a period by 
no means remote, craggans had been made in many of the villages of Lewis.,' though 
at the time of his visit " their manufacture was chiefly, if not entirely, confined to 
Barvas , " a village on the island. 

He was told that it was the woman's work to make the craggans, and having secured 
an interview with one of the makers who was pointed out as particularly skillful, she 
descrbed to him the process of manufacture. 

Dr. Mitchell s t a tes . "The clay she used underwent no careful or special preparation. 
She chose the best she could get,, and picked out the larger s tones, leaving the sand 
and fine gravel which it contained. With her hands alone she gave to th<=> c'ay its de
sired shape. She had no aid from anything of the nature of a potters wheel. In making 
the smaller craggans, with a narrow ne"ck, she used a curved stick to gi re form to the 
inside. All that her fingers could reach was done with them. Having shaped the orag-
gan, she let it stand for a day or two to dry, then took it to the fire in the center of 
her hut, filled it with burning peat, and built burning peat all around it. When suffic
iently baked she withdrew it from the fire, emptied out the ashes , and poured about a 
pint of milk into and over it to make it less porous. 

Dr. Mitchell goes on to state that this ware was globular in shape without footing or 
feet. It was usually plain, but occasionally was ornamented with straight lines diawn 
with a pointed stick, a thumbnail or a piece of cord. These pots were used as cups, 
for boiling food, for milkpails and even for churns. 

Arthur George Smith. 
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WATTS CAVE BONE ARTIFACTS 
by 

Ernie Good 

These few pieces of bone tell a story of their own. We see represented, tools, 
weapons and ornaments. Few of us stop to realize how important a part bone played 
in the life of prehistoric man. Following is description of these few pieces . 

Reading left to right in top row. 

1 — An awl or pin made from a turkey leg bone. 
2 ~ Pin or hair ornament of human bone. 
3 — Hair ornament or tube. Hollow bird bone. Highly polished. 
4 - Whistle or flute. Hollow bird bone. 
5 — Perforator or awl. Deer ulna bone. 
6 — Pin or ornament. Possibly deer bone. 8 inches long, highly pol ished. 
7 — Needle. Highly polished deer bone. 
8 — Antler projectile, showing evidence of repair. 
9 - Awl or perforator. Made from deer cannon bone. 

Reading left to right in lower row. 

1 — Rattle made from deer toe bone. 
2 — Bone beads showing cutting around center but never broken in two. 

Hollow bird bone. 
3 — Effigy turtle? Made of a turtle plastron. Maybe a childs toy. 
4 - Atlatl hook. Highly polished. Deer antler. 
5 — Shows one small bone bead inside of larger one. Hollow bird bones. 

These 14 specimens of bone are a few of the many recovered from Watts Cave, Kentucky, 
during excavations in the last five years. Flint, limestone, shell and bone all played 
a very important part in these peoples lives in my estimation. Flint being number one 
and bone a very close second. 

con't from pg. 24 (Flint Pits Worth Visiting) 

In the writer's collection are flint arrowheads from Muskegon, Michigan 
proving that flint was carried more than three hundred miles from its source. 
Likely, it was traded for copper from the Kewennaw peninsula on the south 
shore of Lake Superior, the probable origin of the copper ornaments found 
in the mounds of Ohio. 

Flint spalls or chips readily when it is freshly dug, but as it dtys out it 
hardens and becomes more brittle. A really good arrowhead is thin and fiat 
with very keen edgee. Undoubtedly, there were expert arrowhead makers who 
spent most of their time making the weapons to replace those lost or broken. 
They probably traded the result of their skill for meat and skins captured 
by the hunters of the tribe. 

Sometimes, a campground can be located by the profusion of flint spalls 
in that area. Years ago we discovered a spot along the Clearfork just south 
of where the road crosses the B and 0 railway northwest of Bellvil le . One 
would expect to find some perfect specimens in the area, but we have failed. •• 
Hunting arrowheads can be rather discouraging, but they are there to be found. 
The late Cyrus Gatton once showed us an Indian Head made of arrowheads 
sewn to a cloth backing. The head was over two feet high and he said made 
of the arrow points picked up from his farm by members of the family. 
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UNIQUE BURIAL ASSOCIATION 
by 

Dr. Paul Bennett 
Portsmouth, Ohio 

This picture represents a Kentucky burial th£t was dug up in 1953. Burial was about 
1 1/2 feet below the surface and was in extended position with head towards the north and 
feet to the south. Other than the war points there were no artifacts with the burial. There 
were a total of 37 war points in the skeleton and no doubt there were probably several more 
that were not found due to the wet and muddy condition of the ground at the time of excava
tion. 

The imbedded arrow is in the third cervical rib. The interesting fact about the 
imbedded arrow is that it would have had to have penetrated the chest cage in order to be 
imbedded in the inner aspect of the rib. All of the other war points except this one had 
apparently been shot into the back on each side of the vertebra and the point that killed 
him had evidently severed one of the major vessels leading to the heart. There are several 
war points broken which no doubt occurred in striking the various bones of the skeletal 
structure. 

Apparently this man was a prisoner of war and presumably had been tied to a stake 
and tortured to some extent after which the Indians in their fury had finally made a target 
of him for their arrows. Subsequent visits to find the burial again failed because the 
field had afterwards been plowed and I was unable to find the location of same. 

* * * * 

Sept. 2, 1958 270 Orchard Lane 
Columbus 14, Ohio 

Dear Mr. Wachtel 

For some few years I've been a very quiet member of the Association 
a devoted reader of the Ohio Archaeologist" but not a good contributor. But 
now I wonder if an idea has hit me that 's worth airing. 

All of the years I've been collecting rel ics, I've wished for a way to reach 
other collectors with a view to securing wanted items by swapping or by pur
chase- It 's the same, I'm sure, with many other collectors " I ' ve got a nice 
spear I'd like to swap for hematite pieces or My interest in celts has waned, 
but I wonder who would like to buy them?' ' 

Now I know that such opportunities present themselves at the meetings and 
this is fine. But a number of us can't get to many of the meetings, *?.nd when we 
do i t ' s just a chance that we might connect with someone else with whom we 
might make a " d e a l , " 

So here's my suggestion permit a carefully controlled group of adver t i se 
ments in each issue of "Ohio Archaeologist", and charge a small fee for each 
one. By this means it seems to me you'll accomplish tne.se things 

1. Encourage individual collectors to get together to their mutual benefit. 

2. Permit dealers to make their names known to all of us. 

3 Derive some welcome additional income to help pay the cost of our 
publication - an ever-present problem! 

4. Add another element of usefulness to our already excellent and help
ful publication. 

It may well be that this idea has been brought up before, but perhaps it hasn't 
been considered in the above relationships, each of which seems to be quite valid. 
Or perhaps an earlier reaction voted down the idea just because it had a commercial 
slant. 

Well, being in the advertising business myself, 1 wouldn't be inclined to share 
that viewpoint! And I would suggest that my idea might be favorably considered if 
a simple set of rules and limitations were established. Their intent would simply be 
to keep the program under control, and in keeping with the high character of our 
Association and its publication. As a suggestion, here's my first thought along 

(over) 
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1. Length — each ad to be no more than 30 words, including name, address 
phone, etc . This would hold every item to no more than 3 typewritten l ines, so a 
number of ads still wouldn't take too much space. And this rule would prevent any 
dealer from taking too much space. 

2. Subject — purchase, sale or swapping of pre—historic artifacts only. No 
shel ls , buttons, minerals or the hundred and one other types of collector items. A 
possible exception might be the admission of antique guns, since these are not i n 
frequently associated with artifacts in collections and in dealer 's s tocks . 

3 . Rates - One rate to all, whether the item runs 10 words or 30 words 
maximum, and whether the "adver t i se r" is known to be a dealer or is just an i n 
dividual collector. All money to accompany the copy no "charge account" , 
no later billing. Just two rates which would be figured in relation to the cost of 
the extra space for printing, and to show some profit. Rates should give a bit of 
preference for the advertiser who runs the same copy in 4 consecutive issues 
in a relationship like $1,00 for 1 time, and $3.00 for 4 consecutive. Any change 
of copy (except a necessary change of address) would constitute a new ad and 
would be charged accordingly. 

4. Eligibility — 1 don't have any conviction on this point, but it would 
have to be decided. Either open to all, or limited to paid—up members of our 
association. 

5. Control - reserve the right to refuse or request change of any ad 
by decision of the appropriate control group such as the officers or the publ ish
ing committee. 

Undoubtedly other situations can be anticipated anc proper rules made 
up, but the above is a good running start. I'd suggest that a summary of u e rules 
be printed each time on the advertising page, so there would be no need to engage 
in correspondence about the ads. 

There, I guess that about covers it, as far as I've been able to think it 
out. If there's any angle I haven't covered, I'd be happy to comment in ans-ver 
to your questions. And if there's any advantage to having a personal discussion 
with the officers, and if my advertising experience would be helpful. I'd be veiy 
pleased to do whatever I can to contribute to such a discussion. 

Cordially, 

tij-i. W. Atkinson. 

ciaitors Note 

Something along this line has been brought up a 
number of time but no action has ever been taken nor 
has it ever reached the floor in the way of a motion. 

This article shows that Mr. Atkinson has given a 
lot of thought to the matter and his article is explicit 
and to the point and I believe merits a lot of thought 
by the membership. 

Your suggestions, approval or disapproval, should 
be sent to Mr. Atkinson and should then be acted upon. 

You will have plenty of time to think it over before 
the next meeting, March 8th, 1959 at Ohio State Museum. 
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NEW MEMBERS 

Adams, Carl L., 421 Woodlawn St.. S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Adams, Dennis L., 102 South Fremont St., Bellevue. Pittsburgh 2. Penn. 
Anderson, Keith, 6781 Holly St., Derby, Colorado 
Baumel, Emil, R. R. No. 5, Wapakoneta, Ohio 
Baumel, Robert, Middle St., Wapakoneta, Ohio 
Corey, Norma L., 3737 Mayfair Drive, Grove City, Ohio 
Dawson, H, A,, R. R. No. 2, Boring Lane, East Liverpool, Ohio 
Dixon, Myron, 228 Chestnut St., Chillicothe, Ohio 
Dixon, Sam, R. R No. 2, Cutler, Indiana 
Eviston, Philip, Converse, Indiana 
Gray, Hobart F . , R. R. No. 2, West Alexandria, Ohio 
Grizzell, Charles Joseph, Beechbank Road, Whitehall, Columbus 13. Ohio 
Hackensmith, Charles W. 403 Pennsylvania Court, Lexington, Kentucky 
Ilahn, Richard W., R. R. No. 3, Nazareth, Pennsylvania 
Harper Robert Jr., Valley Forge Rd., Weston, Conn. 
Hunn, Charles A. Jr., 231 Fernwood Ave., Dayton 5, Ohio 
Jennings, it. E., 2424 West Prairie, Denton, Texas 
Jus tus , D. W,, 222 South Wilson St., Vinita, Oklahoma 
Kenyon, Robert, Box 707, Provo, Utah 
Leiner, Mrs. Annie, 119 Frances Ave., Peoria, Illinois 
Louisville Archaeological Society, 3712 Rouge Way, LouisvilL^ 18, Kentucky 
Magee, Charles L., 5421 Center Drive S E,, Washington 22, D. C 
McGoron, David L., R. R. No. 2, Sciotoville, Ohio 
Rideout, Dean, 411 1/2 South Park, Fremont, Ohio 
Roberts, Jack, 332 Johnson Circle, West, Memphis, Tennessee 
Scott, William H., 2732 Jodore, Toledo 6, Ohio 
SimkinS, Wayne T., R, R. No. 1, Grove City, Ohio 
Truesdale, Roland, Box 35, Buckland, Ohio 
Tweedy, John, 1021 North Broadway, Dayton, Ohio 
Van Den Bos, Don, 922 Oaklawn St., N.E. , Grand Rapids 5, Michigan 
Vaughn, Richard S., 2109 Mansfield Rd., Toledo, Ohio 
Wedciell, Lloyd A., 552 Krotzer St., Luckey, Ohio 

Any corrections as to names and addresses please notify the a l i tor or Secretary. 

Again it is nice to welcome this amount of new members and tc extend to all, inv 
tations to participate in our publication and attend our meetings. 

We hope we can fill a page in the next issue. Everybody be -i saleeman, at leas* 
one member. 

* * * * * 

BEAUTY CULTURE, B. C 

Herodotus, in his account of the Scythians, relates that the 
women did not wash themselves with water. Instead they 
used a sort of primitive mud pack, made by pounding cypress 
and cedar wood to a pulp, mixing it with frankincense and 
water to form an ointment with which they smeared their 
skin. They left this paste on for a day before rubbing it 
off. Herodotus was surprised to find that their skin was 
very clean and clear after this treatment. 
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THREE OHIO DOVETAILS 
by 

H. C. Wachtel 

Shown on the opposite page are three dovetails of fair size made 
from Flint Ridge chalcedony. It will be worthwhile to look over the gen
eral characteristics and chipping technique and compare them with the 
imitation spears on pages Nos. 17 and 18. I believe you will readily 
notice the difference. 

The true ancient dovetails known to old time collectors and archae
ologists are few and far between. A collection of years may only show a 
few good specimens in the entire collection, which again should be r e a l 
ized by collectors today, when they find certain dealers can furnish them 
job lots or made to order. That alone is enough to make one stop and to 
think before ordering any, especially when they come from sources not in 
the dovetail territory. 

Don't be fooled. Be Smart. 

The upper dovetail, No. 3453, is from the Wehrle collection in Newark, 
Ohio. It has a variation of colors, purples, light and dark browns into a 
lighter background with a very unusual clear crystal band across the dove
tail just above the notches as shown in picture but shows clear when viewed 
before a light. 

The central dovetail is from Warren County, Ohio and was found 
near Ft. Ancient. Formerly in the old time Binkley collection, then the 
Cusick collection and now mine. Not quite as colorful as the upper one 
but makes up for that in workmanship and shape — light tan to light blue 
blends. 

The lower dovetail is from Franklin County, Ohio. A very nicely 
shaped spear, tending towards the honey—colored chalcedony in color. 

I added (4) more very nice dovetails to my collection this past 
year which I want to picture in a future issue. Each one has a slight 
legitimate restoration and I feel fortunate in getting them even with the 
restoration. Few and far between in any condition. 

The spears shown are actual size as I just finished laying them 
over the picture to describe them to you and they matched size perfectly. 

You know that if you see too many of Wachtel's artifacts, there 
is a way to overcome it, and that is to show us some of yours as 1 do 
sort of feel self conscious sometimes when too much of my material 
appears in our magazine. You can stop it if you want to. 
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